
CSE 190: Virtual 
Reality Technologies
LECTURE #5: HUMAN VISION



Announcements
Homework project 1 due Friday at 2pm
◦ To be demonstrated in VR lab B210
◦ One member of each team:

Upload code to TritonEd by Friday 2pm
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EdX Opportunity
Do you love helping others learn about VR? The Center for Digital 
Learning is looking for 1-2 people to monitor the edX Creating VR Apps 
course (https://www.edx.org/course/creating-virtual-reality-vr-apps-uc-
san-diegox-cse190x) for about 2 hours each week. You would monitor 
the discussion section where people ask technical questions about 
Unity, VR, and how to best approach projects. This is a low-commitment 
gig that pays $17/hr. If you're interested and will stick around UCSD for 
at least another year, please apply by Monday night (April 16)!
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Human Vision
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Visual Field / Field of View
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Retina VR Display
Resolution per eye: 

145° x 135° with 150 pixels/degree resolution
 21,750 x 20,250 pixels = 440 Mpixels

Transmission of retina quality VR video in stereo: 528 Gbytes/sec
Full sphere: 1.7 Tbytes/sec = 13 Tbit/sec
With 300x compression: 45 Gbit/sec

Presents challenges to:
• Capture or render stereo panoramas
• Compress and transmit retina VR video over network 
• Drive display pixels
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Summary:
Human Visual System
Pixel resolution: 150 pixels/degree
Horizontal field of view: 145° per eye
Vertical field of view: ~135°
Stereoscopic vision
Temporal resolution: ~60-150 Hz (varies with 
brightness)
Dynamic range: 100:1 (retina), 1 billion:1 (with iris)
Colors: HDR (32 bit color depth)
Accommodation range: ~8cm to infinity
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Stereo Imaging Techniques
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Stereo Imaging: Concept
General concept: each eye sees a slightly different image

Example: Viewmaster:
left eye is shown one image on the disc, right eye sees a different image
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Stereo Imaging: Anaglyphic
Requires red/blue, red/green glasses
Color is diminished (but not entirely lost)
Example below: left eye: red, right eye: blue
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Stereo Imaging: Side-by-Side
Stereo can be seen by fusing images: converge eyes in front or 
behind the actual image plane

Eyes converge 
behind image 
plane

Eyes converge in 
front of image 
plane
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Single Image Stereograms
SIS: Single Image Stereogram

SIRDS: Single Image Random Dot Stereogram

No glasses required
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Aligned vergence and 
accommodation 
(normal viewing)

Cross-eyed
vergence.

Arrow: accommodation

Wall-eyed 
convergence



SIS Example
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SIRDS Example
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Stereo Imaging: Active Stereo
Display alternates between images 
for left and right eyes at 120+ Hz

Shutter glasses
◦ synchronized to display refresh rate
◦ more expensive than passive glasses 

(~$30+)
◦ require batteries

3D shutter glasses
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Stereo Imaging: Polarizing Filters
Linear polarization

Circular polarization: creates circularly polarized light by adding 
a quarter-wave plate after a linear polarizer

Polarizing glasses are inexpensive (~$2-10)

Polarizing glasses

Stereo projectors
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Passive Stereo Monitors
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Filter on monitor polarizes 
alternating pixel rows 
clockwise/counter-clockwise

Best view point is on-axis

Off-axis viewers see ghosting 



Projectors with Infitec filters

Stereo Imaging: Infitec
Clever technology, based on wavelength multiplexing

Two separate primary color triplets are filtered by glasses to generate 
two sets of primary colors

Infitec resulted from a research project at DaimlerChrysler

Infitec glasses

Primary color triplets
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Autostereoscopic Displays
Light sent separately to each eye from a monitor

No headgear required

Tracked (dynamic) vs. non-tracked (static, sweet spot)

Approaches:
◦ lenticular screen
◦ barrier screen
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Autostereo
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Barrier screenLenticular screen
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